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E D I T 0 R I A l
$ 41,413.18 to create a job.
It costs more today than ever before to equip a worker 1·or his
Job.
The capital investment per worker in all manuf1;1.cturi~ industry was only $1900. in 1899. By 1914 it had increased to $3200
per worker.
In 1935 it stood at $7600..
In many industries the
investment per worker is much higher than this average.
In the
steel industry for ex.ample, the figure is $11,500. In the railroad industry, the capital investment is $26,ooo. per worker. In
the electric utility industry, $471 000. per NOrker.
It talcee money to create Jobe. Existing industrial equipmGnt
wears out, and must be renewed.
It becomes obsolete, end mu.st be
replaced.
Investors consider your personal efforts are worth
$41,413.18 for that amoWlt of money has been invested in this compan,y to make your individual Job possible. There are $17,824!"839.
invested in the Bangor Hydro-Electric Compan,y. There were 42~ employees on the pa,yroll last week, or $41,413.18 invested in each
of us. We have important Jobs, important responsib111t1es.
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The Meter Rings Up Sales Twenty Four Hours A Day
There is something more than
Just training and education and
environment that makes one man a
good engineer and another man a
clever merchant; one woman an accomplished seamstress and
the
next a cook vith a reputation.
Same are "born" eng:l.neers, "born"
merchants or "born" cooks.
Probably we all start thinking
from the same point, the same
zero hour or call it vhat you
vill.
You think along one angle
and I think along another, and,
remember, there are 360 degrees
on the compass.
'lb.at doesn't
mean that we have to think in opposite directions.
It may be
that we Just don't quite see eye
to eye.
All of vhich leads to
the
statement that without doubt 99.9
per cent of our customers think
that the meters ve install in
their homes or places of business
are such complicated pieces of
mechanism that a man must have
six or eight University or Technical Institution diplomas before
he can look a meter in the face
without going dizzy.
The truth
of the matter is that a meter is
really simple and does not require a supernatural sense to be
read or understood.
Many of our
customers and our more technically minded employees think well,
at least a few
degrees apart.
But, there is a perfectly understandable point for a meeting of
minds without too great a strain
resulting.

CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK
We J11USt admit, however, that
right
~ ar.e pr1llla.rily interested not in meters but rather in
the daily tasks of the em;ployees

°""
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BUSY DAYS

of the meter department, those
men that check and double check
every one of our 301 000 odd meters scattered from Eastport to
Millinocket, on the highways and
the b~s, in the center of the
city or in an isolated
cabin.
We are thinking of the care exercised by those men to see that
each meter functions perfectly
and they do, except in the most
infinitesimally small number of
instances.
We are thinking of their al.moat
infallible degree of accuracy and
the protection thus afforded our
customers as well as our company.
Truly, precision instruments, almost foolproof.
Speaking of work, however, the
procedure of having a meter connected up at your house or my
house is.so routine, so simple
and so speedy that it hardly allows for comment. For a new customer there's the formality of
signing an application and depositing three dollars a
nominal
guarantee of future
payments,
which sum is returned with interest when the meter is.disconnected at a later date and ,a.11 bills
paid or as soon as credit is fully established.
It so happens
that our company is one of the
few in the east that give same
day service in
installing and
connecting up meters even to the
point of taking care of a .call
that is received not later than 4
PM. So, if there are no customer
credit complications, 60 minutes
is our only deadline -at the end
of a working day.

But what, you might ask, keeps
five men busy in Elmer Cole's
Bangor Meter Department at the
¥.ia.in qtreet Se~ce
building?
(Ellner has only been w1 th the Hydro for 35 years).
Possibly the
briefest answer might be to list
the items ·of work enumerated on
the daily report of activities
that goes ·from the meter department to the general :manager of
the Company; a report showing how
many meters are SET, that is, installed at a new location.
Or
SEALED, which service you or I
might ask for when closing the
house in town for the summer and
moving to ca.mp.
Or :RECONNECTED,
when we move back to town in the
fall. Or CHANGED, i f a new meter
is required or a different t]l'e
of service added.
Or curour, if
the monthly bills for service.
have ::".'emained unpaid and service
nrust be temporarily discontinued.
Or :REMOVED, i f service is to be
permanently
discontinued,
the
house being torn down or remodeled extensively.
Or CHECKED, if
there seems to be reasonable
question as to the functioning of
the meter..
Or :REPAIRED if the
meter has been taken to the shop
for just that purpose or possibly
repaired on the customer premises
Or to be more technical in procedure, meters are TESTED in the
laboratory or tested at location.
Meters are TESTED as a result of
a complaint and TESTED at regular
intervals without a complaint.
And even every NEW METER is tested as soon as it is received from
the meter manufacturer.

r:
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100%

t

NO LESS

This process of testing is not
indulged in lightly or superficially for before a meter is given.
the final OK it must be not 99~
accurate but 100~. Each standard
is placed on the standard meter
test board to be tested f186inst
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standard sealed meters and then
to the second teat board where
they are teated against a regular
portable testing instrument the
same as can be carried into your
house for testing your meter on
premises; teated in carrying actual known loads the aam,e as when
you light up one light or a dozen
lights in your house or use your
various electric appliances, It
is accuracy carried to the finest
degree.
The reason for such accuracy
can be beat appreciated when you
think of our thirty thousand meter a as thirty thousand cash registers for that's what they really are. It is the meters that
register the monthly amou.•ta due
from our customers. It is the
meters that register the monthly
a.mounts due from our weekly payrolls. They must be accurate not
only to protect our company but
to protect our customers. And,
further, it should be realized
that almost any variation in a
meter works in favor of the customer for there is nothing that
will speed up a meter to re~iater
more current what is actually being used but rather it may be a
tiny amount of dust or foreign
matter that might slow up a meter
so that it would register leas
than actual consU!ll1ltion. A meter
brought in to the laboratory for
testing is brought in exactly as
found on the customers premises
and by that we mean exactly, not
even dusted,

A LIFE HISTORY
You and I start life officially
a birth certificate
and from that time on poasi bly
get "in print" occasionally, posibly twice; marriage atld death.
Not so Yi th a meter. Maybe a
meter is more important. A complete life history of each meter
is kept on file at the Bangor
meter department from the day the
vi th merely
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meter is received from the manufacturer; recording every location, every move, every complaint.
every inspection, every repair
job, right up to the day it is
marked for extinction. A considerable amount of detail work at
the
office, but
nevertheless
these life histories are kept in
just as accurate condition as are
the meters themselves.
And to protect the emergency
needs of our customers, close to
two thousand extra and inactive
meters are kept on hand in the
Bangor Meter Department and the
outlying division offices.
It's all pretty simple when
talking just of the typical residential meters but when :rou start
to step up to the heavier duty
and power meters and single and
polyphase meters, it is a slightly different story. All large
meters for the entire Hydro system are teated only at Bangor.

CHECK
AND
PREPAYMENT

A variation of the regular meter is what we call a check meter.
A check meter is installed when a
customer feels that some one major appliance is using more juice
than it should. The check meter
is put on the appliance to check
the a.mount of current that particular appliance is using as against the total a.mount used in
the house but it has no cormection whatsoever with the regular
house meter nor does 1't affect
the registration of the regular
meter. In other wards it really
is just a check meter.
Then there is the prepa,yment
meter which works just the same
as a regular meter except that is
a "pay as you go" meter. When a
quarter is dropped 1n the meter a
portion of that quarter pa.ye for
the current used each day and a
predetermined portion goes f.o pay

up a part of the back bill. It's
a painless way of getting out of
debt, Even more list a cash register. When good credit is restored, the prepayment meter is
removed and a regular meter installed again.

~-~'=~J
~.

TWENTY FIVE CENTS PLEASE
And another "cash register" meter is the Meterator which "accepts payment" of a quarter, 25
cents, at a time as an installment payment on a new electric
range or refrigerator. A meteratar has no effect on the regular
house meter but merely accepts
payment on the appliance itself
by controlling a timing device on
the switch •. According
to the
cost price of the appliance, a
meterator can be adjusted so that
a quarter runs the appliance anywhere from 12 to 40 hours,
It's all well and good to make
the comparison of a meter with a
cash register, but, to carry that
same comparison to the extreme,
what a fine little ?ayroll our
compa.nY would have 1f it has to
keep a clerk at every one of the
30,000 odd "cash registers" .24
hours a day to ring up sales of
kilowatts delivered to each customer in the seventy three communities served by the Bangor Hydro. It's a fortunate thi~ for
the company and its • customers
that those reliable, accurate and
dependable little meters can do
the double job of clerking and
ringing up the sales for you and
me and the rest of us.

* * *

Optician-We~ eyes have you?
W ell,how many line& can yoa read on
that chart?
Patient-What chart?

HYDRO NEWS

Today and Yesterday

Elmer W. Cole, Supt. of tbe Meter Department,
his wife and grand children. At the left,
Elizabeth Anne, aged 8, then Barbara Marie aged 11
and Donald Elmer aged 10.

Thank You
Mr. Douglass
We'll Try To
Maintain The
Standard.

spoke and questioned him saying, 'How bunch of boneheads." Nor doth he reis it that this stranger accomplished the port that they cannot be sold.
•"And in those days, behold, there came impossible?'
through the gates of the city, a salesman
" 'He knoweth his line and they that
from afar off, and it came to pass, as the "Whereupon the sooth-sayer made an- would stave him off, they gave him orders.
day went by, he sold plenty. They that swer: 'He of whom you speak is one Men say unto him, "Nay, Nay," when
were the grouchers smiled on him and hustler. He ariseth very early in the he cometh in, yet when he goeth forth be
gave him the hand that is glad. The tight- morning and goeth forth full of pep. He hath their names on the line that is
complaineth not, neither doth he knock. dotted.
wads opened their purses to him.
He is arrayed in purple and fine linen,
"And in that city were they that were the while ye go forth with faces unshaven and "'He taketh with him two angels--" Asorder takers, and they that spent their pants not pressed.
piration" and "Perspiration." He knoweth
days in adding to the alibi sheets.
whereof he speaketh and he worketh to
Mightily were they astonished. They said " 'While ye gather here and say one to beat Hell. Verily, I say unto you, go and
one to the othei, 'What the Hell; how the other, "Verily! this is a terrible day to do likewise.' "
doth he get away with it?' And it came to work," he is already abroad. And when
pass that many were gather:ed in the back the eleventh hour cometh, he needeth no
office and a soothsayer came among them. alibis. He saith not to the mass, "Be"The Stove Builder."
And he was one wise guy. And they hold, they that are in this town are a

A Parable
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Automobile Safety Meeting At Bangor Service Garage
You can see by the pictlll'e,
th.at the Automobile Safety Meeting which we had at the Service
Garage in Bangor, Tuesd.ey, Nov.
8th, was veil attended and you
can easily discover who was present. 'lhe thing that the picture
does not tell you is that this
demonstration was put on for us
by Ralph w. Cousins of Portland.
Ralph is the Division Safety SupHYDRO NEWS

ervisor for the New EJl8land 'relphone and Telegraph Company and
is thoroughly informed on this
subject of "Safety and the Auto".
He seys that most of us know about all these safe practices of
driving automobiles and trucks,
but it would appear that we do
not always keep them in mind, so
it is well to be reminded of them
once in a while.
In fact, since

his company has s"tarted thfs program of reminding the emplo;rees
of driving errors that are sometimes ma.de by the users of automobiles and trucks, they have
found that accidents have been
less frequent and less serious
than they were before.
We have no great COl:lplaint to
offer about the record that our
drivers are making but we feel
9

that because of the
interest
which everyone of us had in ma.king our safety more safe, it is a
fine thing to have an opportunity
to see what sort of efforts are
being made by others to improve
their accident prevention program
Then, too, there is another
side of the q.uestion which we
seldom consider; that ls, the automobile itself.
Sometimes
we
wonder how they can take so much
punishment and still serve us'.
Ralph has it figured out that
sometimes they take more :punishment than they really need to and
to prove this contention his Company has rigged up a truck without eny· body or other trimmings
and Aubrey Hill of the Bangor Division f!!J.Ve a very interesting
demonstration of what happens to
the machinery when we "ride the
clutch", feed in the gas too fast
when we are trying to warm up the
motor, or coasting in neutral.
When we saw what these things do
to our car, we all resolved never
to do them again out of respect
for the aut0.t10bile; also having
in mind that we would have only
ourselves to blame if the thiDB
should decide to quit on us same
day when we were far from home
and friends, and wearing tight
shoes, or without rubbers, and if
it were our own automobile we
would have to have it fixed and
if it were a com,pany car we would
still have to have it fixed and
i f we have been doing some of
those foolish things, which Mr.
Ellis and hie crew can discover,
we might not have such a good record at the garage.
As we understand it, down at
the garage where the boys see the
cars we drive often but see us
seldom, we have a
reputation
built up on the cond.1 tion of the
car. Isn't it f'unn,y that you can
tell a man's disposition by the
condition of the automobile he
drives.
Good mechallics claim
they can do it, and Ralph and
Aubrey are sure of it. You would
be if you had seen the demonstration.
Many thanks to the New England
Telephone and Telegraph Campany,
and to Ralph Cousins and Aubrey
Hill.

Bar Harbor News
Ralph Fickett,

10

of the

COI!lller·

cial Department has returned to
his duties, having recovered from
a recent appendicitis operation.
We are all glad to see Captain
Fickett back.
Alvah Abbott, Superintendent of
Linea, is spending hie annual vacation at hie fann in Hancock,
where he is doing a little hunting.
Foreman Fred Grindle is
acting as Superintendent of Lines
during Mr. Abbott's absence.
Mies Sylvia Austin, Mrs. Marguerite Sprague,
Lillian Perry,
Mary Graham, Barbara Keene of the
office force, and a form.er employee Mrs. Mary Webber, recently
enjoyed an evening at the Hall
Cottage at Long Pond.
Following
a del!cious supper,
cards and
games were played, and a midnight
hike was very much enjoyed.
The
next morning there was some discussion as to the heartiest eater
We have a pretty ~ood idea who it
~ have been!!
A burned out street light tub
and blown fusee at Northeast Harbor have kept "Hap" Abbott busy
the past few nights.
Slim Hazelton and Jeff Coeeeboom are busy filling orders for
dry hard wood.
They are wishing
for sub-zero weather as they all
think this would greatly increase
their business.
There were thirty-five at the
first aid meeting neld at the
fire house, November 17th. E:lxer
Cole, Hall Dearborn,
and Mr.
Whitehill conducted the meeting.
Mr. Austin also spoke briefly on
a course in Red Crose First Aia.
Allen Mitchell, age three, eon
of Mr. and Mrs. Halaen M1 tchell
of Mans et and. Southwest BarbQr.
owes hie life to Just a mongrel
dog ":Rex" for last week he strayed away from home, and was not
found until three hours later about a mile and a half from the
house.
It aeBlllB that little Allen, who
is the son of the representative
of the Bangor ~o-Electric Co.,
in Southwest Harbor strayed from
the house at about dusk, with Rex
at hie heels. Hie mother did not
mies him until sometime later,and
a search was started.
About two
hours later, hie father who was
out 1n the woods a considerable
distance from the house heard the
des barking 1n the distance, and
called to him. And with true dog
intelligence, oam.e and let the

way to where the young boy was,
about one and a half miles ·from
hie home.
"Jeff" Coeeeboam is the lucky
man, he won hie 'lbankegiving Dinner, a 15 pound turkey on a raffle, at George Buzzell'e store at
Otter Creek.
Fred Grindle while patrolling
the high line this week found it
rather d.a.mp· in places, for when
he came back to the station, he
had on a dry suit of clothes.

Eastport News
Clarence Cushing haa returned
from hie vacation, part of which
was spent at hie home in West
Pembroke and part on a hunting
trip.
The linemen have recently completed a new extension at Pembroke, serving three new customers.
Mr. Dearborn, Mr. Cole and Mr.
Whitehill were recent visitors
here.
Mr. Whitehill gave a very
interesting talk on the origin of
Reddy Kilowatt, Mr. Dearborn and
Mr. Cole talked on first aid, and
a picture was shown on eafety in
wiring, which was very interesting.

Eectrical Department
Somebody must have read the H;ydro News last issue, as last week
the roof of the Armory was repaired.
Since the trees were
taken down, the boys across the
street are cutting down the high
bank.
We hear that eventually
there will be added eight feet to
the width of Main Street at this
point, as well as another.road to
the Armory and a nice lawn.
The crew ie still busy witlt the
erection of the two generators at
Veazie and the second new one at
Ellsworth.
We recently tried a new type of
antenna where tranemieeion lines
cause radio interference. It has
worked out very well, one custom.er reporting it even silences his
electric shaver.
For more detailed information, see the Electrical Department.

* * *
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AS YOUR ~YES ':'.f..AVEL .IBF'1' TO : TG:ir;:', Tlm ':.S::: ':E EOY5 APJ<,:
J/U.[;'l I. I'Ei'KTIJS,

Three Locai Boys Make
Good in the Woods

brook.
n wa t

w:mrmrn

A ten days tr:l.p wo:.tld. be
..>f t.!me to this tr:io.

Orono News

"hF n&w t'Xtrir:.sion on Kelley Rd .
On e. rr,cent hwit inr dE:y f ~· >'.l.'
t'lhTEt"'r Avenue in West
5 AM three C'f th~ ·1y0 J 1: • ·r :i en'
Bangor l.oaclot ·or t1w w0od '' ab~ut c rono hr.s beer co:npl eted. We now
have nine new services on th:i.s
forty-five n'lee f"'>m t ;rr.,,
ed the car anJ a.die~
v·$~tors
this month
miles on foot t a
wer La·'·"' Yvme tl.Ilc1 'tllton Vose.
they hoped for ~ucl •
W we1 c very gla. l. t? neet the new
did they f1r,c" it? Y
..x~ d er ,
"'r11ry l:illd Clark RepreBr.1:1.lec\ broadly.
y
E en+ t' v 1 ?·;r. Hart.
rifles hn.d bane('
Sv?cicwe!l and 'ly~er dropped in
hoofs turned slcyward.
~ lest week
en route
120 anc: 100 po md e an
frc m a r.unting trip.
90. 1-iiybe not a re ,ord
rted r ~vine ~ four
poundaee but a ret~cr
f r.
record for speed,
A:
\I ere nvw treper~nc for the
out E!lld carrie· tc tlf c~
Chr tm.l;ls b~[ine~s. After a vis Pl1. This after lc:oli h"~
i + fr 11" G€' rce Wl' te next Friday ,
sendvl.cheu E!ll i · ee 1ne u
w expect, tC' 1> a.l::.. d~cked out in
kins after he t ok t~
tr C11r' ti
c<>l J! ~ and finery ,
land in a clear,
HYDRO NEWS

L. STUBBS AI!D .RARi·!ON L. GIBBOiIS

Harrington News
Hr. Cushinc, ranac;er, and Lowell Vose, aeter :Ree.d.er, l:.ave just
returnee' from A most enjoyable
and successiul hunting trip up to
Ma.chi as Fifth Le.:ce.
Mr. Cole, llr, Dearborn and. Mr .
Whitehil~ of the Ba.nc;or office
were recent callers at the H.arrlngton store.
They cave first
a.id instruct:ons, showed interesting pictures on "Safety in
Wiring" and introducing to us a.eain our elnctrica.l servant ''ned.dy Kilowett".
"Congratulations"
Lowell for
wlnning the prize in th.e Harrineton Division on the a.nnua.l lamp
campaign.
Joe Kh1£sbury and his crev of
Ba."lgor were in Harrington recently making c'rn.nges on Line 1}3 .
Lowell Vose, our neter read.er
is enjoyine two weeks' vacation.
Donald tn0erson is substituting .
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Merle T. Joslin
Daniel E. Freeman
Albert C. Nason
Fullerton N. .Morgan
Kenneth P. Stetson

Supt. Elmer W. Cole
and Elsie A. Davies

ALL OF THE METER
DEPARTMENT AT BANGOR

KENNETH P. STETSON AT THE TE3T BOARD

Millinocket News
The Hill:tnocl~et line crew helped by the Lincoln line crew have
recently completed the new EFrru:ie towerF• on l!ne S7, just below the l·leawey L- ower F lant.
Henry Jones of thi.s ci V'iR1 on,
was the grD!lG. prize winner in the
annue.1 lamp campaicn, total munber of la.r.ips sold. 1637, and l'\3
Bridee and !'/all Lanps.
r.tl.ss 3) J.en Barnes was the winner of the
Division Prize in l·illllnoc~ct.
Burleigh Carr is enjoyinc; e. two
weeks' vacation jn the l·lt. Ke.tahdin reeion, a.nr1 fl.bout two weokf'
before he started on his vacation
he showed I!le one of the lf<test
models in the cun line, r'.nc1 mentioned "It won't be Jon.::; now",
meaning that he wouJ.a. brin.::; ln e.
deer when the time ceme.
Hio
tlme is nearly up, anrl I have yet
to see the deer.
Perhaps he
would. have better success wi. th a
T:iE.Chin:' $Uil •
Archte Foss he.s juet sold e 10
.::'t . See~r Connter Co.so to Hrs.
Faul1ne Peluso in tie
Little
It.nly section, also a ?O" venti1atlne ran.
i i:t·. Fose end Jlr. Fernalo of
this division, alone with i,ir.
Haskell and Hr. Hanscom of the
Lincoln Division, attended the
recent sales meetinc in Ef1Il3or.
Hall Dearborn and ~ll'ler Cole,
of the Safety Department, w0re
with us on Monday. Mr. Cole gave
a talk on fl ri::t a· d, coverin(.l:
many itens, wh:ch was very interesting, and ~1r. Deexborn showed a
picture on approved methods of
house wiring.
Harry Gonya, local progressive
druggist, is instal~ing a complete air cond.i tionlne system 1 n
his store , and Blue Room.
This
is the first bulldinc in this
town to have aid conditionine.
The compressor is operated by a
ten horsepower motor, and the
blower by a two and one -half
horsepower motor, and the current
is 3 phase , 220 volt.

Boston.
Miss Sibyl Fields has just returned. from her vacation.
She
spent a few dct.ys in :3oston.
She
gave u:p her ·p,~t e.t the J.ietropoli tan for Edi th,
lliss Kathryn Carson of Ellsworth ha.a tempo:r·ary employment in
the Ellsworth office, substituting for the zirls wr.~ie they are
on their vncntionr.
We he.o e. very interesti11G ?irst
~ia llceting held in th~ :Liremen's
recr~·.,Uon roon et tho
City Hn, 1
last Thur::idry, Hovu!'lber 17th. l·!r.
Dearborn, iir. Cole Pnr' :.Jr. WM tehill presic1 c''...
It W6.v rtten<led
by the cnrr.:::1.lete 1.ln~ crt::•• f1n'1. off j cE> ~·or-::e, an in rdclltt •n many
c•f th,., loc,,l .::'h'"'l•n.
Tho i_erzc "Cr.lf nt rn:i.xt·r r1t the
Pr"-ml' ITou~o prou-Uy '.JE>t•r:-- I? tag
wh:lc'1 eays "br.ck tri 'EaI\_.;or."
On
exa.m5 ni•tlon we finrl that a.11 tile
cement he.a be~n run except the
sk1111 co~t ;or the floor.
If you
wore to sto1) to look at the new
unit you would be tvlr' by the electricians "It won't bE> lon;g now"
Horman Jmith, Colby Foss nnd
Blaine Holmes of th0 linemen have
c.11 had their vacatlons.
Last
summer the different linemen promised us girls a elorious feaat
in the fall, on deer meat llnd on
ducks.
Everyone has had his vava.tion, and the net score amon~
the mldlty hunters W!lS 0. JTow we
feel that a ~tor all thece prorrd sos Pone~ o" these °0c;yn F.:hould set
us up to at lcnat a tur' oy ,, innr:r

Milford and Old Town

Our l lst of ct"lle-ro nt the Old
Town off1.ce on l"ondny, October 17
i.ncludocl the followinr,: Er. :88.rl
Webster, J.;r. i>ee.rburn, 1·ir. :::Joie,
and Enrl Younc of the Eaneor Office anr1 i·ir. Hall and Mr. ;:nrlth
from tho General ::lectrlc COU)l'ny
Assistant GE:'neral Manaeer Webster
and Gordon :Sriges of tho Company
Legal Sta.ff were recent visitors
at thls office.
The big rainfall of October 23,
and 24th - 2.39 inches - gave us
a raise in the river of a.bout
rour feet.
All of the linemen except Phil
have taken their vacation and all
Think Legace
Mias Edith Hale is on her vaca- got their deer.
tion .
She is spendine this week must use some special brand of
On his first day out he
with her people in Portland and scent.
expects to spend next week in captured a big buck and the next
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day he ran over

and killed another at an eJ..-p"'nse of $8.oo, for
repairs on his truck, and a few
days later while chaneing a light
on a pole at lower Bradley a deer
stood a.bout 100 ft. awe.y and watched to see that he did the job
properly. Ancl now we a.re waiting
to hear Phil's story which will
unsoubtedJ.y be something to talk
about.
Al Sawyer, our handy man, is
working on an outfit for use in
our holiday lighting display at
the Old Town store.
Our new street light job is
nee.r1nc; completion,
Uehts ine:talle'1 encl turned on November 10
a.nr' olcl. wooden poles now being
removcc.1. ~la.yor Cousins / the City
Council er1d street Ught conmds.. 1on('r ey·i <lently well plee.sed by
the :nanner in which the work has
been performed, a,nQ everybody
Lccnrl.ncly well plee.sE>d with the
z·esul ts, We e.re now looking forward to December 3rcl, when Geo .
Whi t.e is supposed to be here and.
do his ucual good job of decoratIne at the store, which means
that we a.re cm·e to have a good
display.
51lbert Anderson and James Reed
who have been workinc a few weeks
on the construction job at Vee.zie
returned ·;aturdey, November 5th,
but the nine pairs of rubberboots that they took away w1th
them arc still on the missing
llst. :1.Jw a'!:>out it Jim?
Chc.rlcs Pett:!.e / who wor?~ed here
I?. _~ow deys uu.r·in,z
the abeence of
1'>nderson / a.no ?encl, left October
)lat, ror a job at the Old Town
Wooler. i·I:lll.
Re wes succeeded
here by Colby Ste.cey, who helcJ
the fort untll their retm·n.
Ed. Ching droppecl in October 25
for a four ueys' job on transformer rope.ire.
Durinc the anchor ice season we
f'req.uently have trouble with the
pumps that fmnish water to our
cooling system, so ~tr. Grose h~s
recently had another pump installed to be used as a sort of auxiliary in case of emergency,
Joe Kingsbury and crew a.re now
working on line f.~5, a short distance above Milford village, resetting poles which were moved
back from the roadway at several
points last summer in order to
facilitate the straightening of
some crooks and turns with which
(See page 18)
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Mrs. Myrle T. Joslin, the former
Harriet Cole of Thorndike, Maine
and her five year old daught er
Phyllis.

Mrs. Kenneth P. Stetson and son
Norman George aged 6. Mrs. Stetson
was formerly Pearl Thompson of
Lee, Maine.

Mrs. Albert C. Nason and
son Walter Douglas aged 15,
a freshman at Bangor High
school. Mrs Nason was
Flora Cole before marriage .

Mrs. Fullerton N. Morgan, the former Alice Coombs of
Belfast and her year old son Robert.
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T R I B lT N E ·,

Just to Make Sure

I ~:,... 1M 'M" Otl$ ELEcTtuG
L\GHT e,1LL C~M IB J:.IC:.HT

!HE: 81 L.L.
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PltOBABLY
OKAY

!>a.neor Ryclro-Eloctric
Bnneor I "'~ l nr) •

s.
Co.,

Established 1831
L. Wadsworth & Son

November 28, 1938.

E-aat:port 1 Maine

Attention Mr. Graham
Gentle:!nen:As a etockhold.er and customer of the Bangor Hyd.ro-Eleot!'io Corrxriaey 1 I feel that it is '!!1;f cluty to write you and cor.iplir.tent
you on the work one or your repair crews under l·lr. Bowktir Md for us
laat n:l.Ght <l.uring the heavy snow storm here,
About eix o'clock the tranefonri~r burned out in front of
lee.vine us without 118ht1 hee.t or cooking re.nee. In e.
very few m.tnutee ?·!r. Bowker was on the job, aecerte.ined the trouble
Md ete.rted to round up his crew to put in a new transformer.
l·'.r.
:>oott fouaht the atom. from South '.!i:nd and lilr. Cush1~ tried to eet
on the job, but ow1ne to ~onditions of road, could not make it. In
the meanti:r:ie Mr. Bowker sot e. crew together,
shortly after ten
o' clocl~ men were ·at work inste.1111'18 transformer 1 and before eleven
o' clool: power we.s restored..

ey house,

Without the risht sort of men and the r5.eht spirit, this
job could have been left u.~til t:10rning with e lot of diseruntled
customers.

Mr. Bowker

Take a Bow

..1aey thanks to the crew.

Mr. Scott
You.re truly,

~~~I
the old roe.d. was affUcted.
AccorcUnc; to Allen Cunningham's
theory (and quit~ e. number around
here 3eem inclined to aeree with
him) our deer need no further
];:rotection. :a:e says they are now
equil?:r·ed vi th a ooe.t of armor
that will deflect any type of
bullet that has yet been invented
I believe he is now trying to
tre.d.e hie rifle for a magnet.
Mr. Cole end Mr. Dearborn were
here Tuesday mornine, November 15
for a first-aid meetint;. In the
afternoon they journeyed to the
Old Town office where they gave a
very pleasant end instructive
lecture on the subject of safety
in the home, illustrating same
with e. 60od line of pictures.
Joe certainly put on a good show,
which we.a much enjoyed by all who
were present.
:Barker's mill, which he.a been
idle since early in the eummm-,
was started up again Saturday,
?lovember 5th.
The "Wind Break" is being put
in position on the north aide of
the Milford bridee today, November 17th, which is juet another
reminder that old man winter· is
on the wey. W'ell, he has his
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uses I auppose, but I can't see
a:ny sense in his habit of swinging around so often and making
such lone visits.

Machias News
Mr. Sylvester has returned to
work again after recovering from
his accident.
Among our visitors from Bangor
th1s month were Mr. Haskell, Mr.
Dearborn, Mr. Cole, Mr. Whitehill
Mr. Perkins, Mr. Young, and Mr.
Hemmons.
Mr. Dearborn showed us some
very interestinc pictures, Mr.
Whitehill save us a talJc on Reddy
Kilowe.tt, and Mr. Cole spoke on
B:!,)rains, strains and bruises, and
how to prevent them.
Mr. Hoyt has recently been enjoying his
vacation, part of
which was a,ent in recuperating
from hie cold. The other part
was spent deer hunting. He, like
most of the other employees came
home vithout any venison.
W'e were very pleased to hear
that Mr. Sylvester won 'Ihird
Grand Prize on the Lamp Ce.mpe.ign •.
We expect that Mr. Sylvester was

pleased also.
1'~. Harper and his crew are instalHng a new underground cable
at the East Machias Plant for the
local distribution.
"Are )'>II /1. clock' watcher?" a$ked
the empS;fer of the candidate for a
job.

"No, I don't like in$Ule work," he
replied. I'm a whutle lutener."EJ:chan~e.

Main Street Observer
Harry Allen

We extend our sympathies t o
Dean Mahon in the recent death of
his wife who passed away after a
short illlless.
We were saddened to hear of the
death of Mr's. Mary Nickerson, a
former employee at Ma.in Street.
She was with us for several years
as our Home Economist, later
carrying on a caterer's business
at her home.
With:several old wood.en tables,
odds and ends
of pasteboard,
scraps of.red paper, bits of colored cloth, a hammer, tacks and a
helper, George White is transforming our sales floor into a beautiful Christmas shopping atmosophere.
The winter scene it depicts is
so real that the temperature in
the store has dropped to a chilling degree, requiring a bigger
head of steam to be put on the
boiler.
We are about done vi t.h the
store windows in the Beese Block
next door. The Newberry store is
taking over the entire - block in
the near future, Haven't found
out whet.her their lunch counter
will be moved in next to us or
not, but Davies will soon find
out 8.IJ3Wayl
Looks like old man winter has
finally decided to drop in on us
for his annual visit.
Nichole was forced to come to
work during those foggy mornings,
with a com.pass in hand.
Thompson and King, our two sea
minded men, held an inquest on
the grounding, in the heavy fog,
of the freighter which went too
far into Brewer territory. They
came to the conclusion that one
of two things must be done; either make the boat narrower, or the
river wider l
At this writing Baughman, Wood,
and Arnold are out chasing the
bounding stag. I am not sure about the two former, but I'll
gamble the latter returns yj_th
his quota (and most of hie family
are license holders).
The writer has just returned
from a successful hunting trip.
Perkins spent a day or so trying to get hie eye on a vhite
tail, but was unsuccessful, He
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has another try coming, and intends to make good.
Ashmore, a beginner, saw and
fired at a large doe on Armistide
Day but guess she was too far off
Try sneaking up on them next time
John! I
We never thought Berry looked
much like a partridge but other
hunters have different ideas, as
how a grouse should look, so it
seems.
Tracey says the lamp campaign
is all over E-X-C-E-P-T the kicks
on commissions and number of
sales, Haven't seen the final
report yet, but would say Eddie
Jordan made a nice piece of
change for himself.
Ask Mansur who won the race
from the second floor 1 he or the
rat I
Clever work in our last month's
issue, both in photography and
write-ups, on the meter readers
and their
families.
Sudden
changes like that help create interest in our family paper. However, I must make one crack about
one of those pictures. I know
him pretty well and I'll swear
Gibbons never ''blessed" anything
as portrayed by that picture (he
was in the National Guard wi t.h
mel),
Thompson had an enlightening
talk with a doctor recently. He
found out that a medical man is
not a mechanic by any means. We
all know that these fellows ask
us questions as to how we feel
etc , 1 but turn the tables on them
as to how their refrigerator is
acting and you get a short answer. Ask Billi!!
Mansur is taking over Arnold 1 s
job for a couple of weeks, repairing ranges, washers etc., in
the field, Old stuff to Charlie
he knows them all and quiets them
down immediately. Mechanics like
him should be privileged to prevex his name with a DB.
Expect we will soon start our
outside decorating. Anyone owning pet monkeys are ~eked to forward same to us. We could also
use a few slcy hooks to fasten up
stringers wi tn.
Ken Brown, our Maine Guide, is
helping George White decorate the
store. Gets tangled up in the
papier mache once in a while, but
finds his way out after a fashion
Don King is clerking in the
store over the coming holidays.

We expect to see him soaking his
feet in soda water and borax during those long Christmas holidays
"Man is mah feet tired!?"
Anyone knowing the art of trapping a rat family is requested to
get in touch with Marley Lovely.
He has a
very elusive brood
boarding at his home.
That's all.

Dearborn Makes
A Quick Recovery
The other day when Hall Dearborn and his trusty pipe made a
call the pipe did a disappearing
act. Hall's was a nice, new,
shiney, curved stem beauty filled
with truly aromatic tobacco. Laying it carefully on the table, it
rested ~ide by side with Frank
Randall's old, tried and trusty
straight stem.
I t didn't bear
the
slightest resemblance
to
Dearborn's model.
Of course
Randall professed
great embarrassment when it was
called to his attention that he
was puffing the wrong pipe. He
did allow, however-, that it was
mighty fine tobacco that Dearborn
packed into his pipe. He said he
would not have done it deliberately for the world. It was supposed to be an accident. You
~c:t.n 1 t put
it over on the Safety
Director.
SU.f'J:'USE IT HAD BEEN A TAXI
A Scotchman paid a visit to New
York and caused his /riends grave
concern by disappearing. Police
were sent on the trail and the city
was scoured. Finally, after three
days, the missing Scot was /oundon a pay as you leave trolley.-All
Abot1rd.
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"Bangor Hydro's Business Bulletin No. 2.
This is one of a series of
bulletins prepared to describe the American business system, to tell
how businesses are built, to explain how businesses are operated and
to define the position that business occupies in American life."

BUILDING

/J.\
A

A

BUSINESS

MAN who drives a truck has certain definite tasks. He must pick up loads at
different places, deliver the loads rapidly, but with care, so that he doesn't

damage the load or the truck. He may have to see that the truck is properly greased.
He may be required to make small repairs.
When this man buys a truck to go into business for himself, he must continue
to look after those tasks and he must take on some others. He must make major
repairs or pay to have them made. He may be able to run the business from his
home, but one way or another he must rent, or build, or buy an office and a garage. He must take on the job of finding customers who will do business with him.
He must persuade those customers to pay a fair price; he must collect the bills.
And he must be responsible for damage that occurs to his loads.

BUSINESS

MEN

MUST

PROVE

ABILITY

OR

FAIL

If the truckman hasn't the ability to do all of these things reasonably well, he

will get less money from his own business than he got when he worked for somebody
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else and may, in the end, lose his truck and all of his savings. As a business man he must assume certain risks and responsibilities that he never
took before (his employer always assumed those risks and responsibilities and protected him against them, but when he becomes his
own employer he assumes them himself). If he can't fulfill his responsiEMPLOYEE

bilities, he will lose his business, his savings and his job all at once.
If the truckman is a good mechanic who can keep his truck rolling

0

with little expense; if he proves to be a good salesman who can get and
hold customers; if he can collect his bills and take care of his money;
if he can avoid damage to his loads, he may establish a good business
that
BUSINESS MAN

will earn more money than he earned on his old job. He will be

entitled to more money because he will have developed abilities that

he never used before, and he will have assumed risks and responsibilities that he
never assumed before.

RISKS

INCREASE

AS

BUSINESS

GROWS

If this truckman's business grows, he will have to hire one or more helpers.

If the helpers make mistakes which anger customers or cause damage to trucks or to
loads, that's the owner's tough luck. I t's his job to plan the work for his helpers,
and to teach them how to prevent damage to loads and loss of trade. If he lacks the
ability to work with men and to plan for them and teach them, he will never be
able to build an important business. He will be forced to be content with a small
business, or he may fail utterly.
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Many businesses fail when the owner takes on assistants. That's a danger point
in the development of business. Many men are able to run a business, while they do
all of the work, but are unable to work with other men, are unable to teach assistants or to plan for them. When these men try to expand their businesses, they are
likely to go broke.

BUSINESS

TESTS

A

MAN'S

CHARACTER

Furthermore, when a man hires other people in an effort to expand his business, he puts his own character to a test because the processes of expansion will
expose his weaknesses and penalize him for them. He may have gotten away with
some tricks when he was employed by somebody else, he may have been able to
cheat some of the customers that helped him start his own business, but if he is a
tricky fellow his tricks will catch up with him when he hires assistants to expand
his business.
A man can be unfair with his employer and yet hold his job because the employer
will merely peg him in a job where his unfairness will harm nobody. A man who
operates a one-man business can trim some of his customers and the customers will
merely knock his price down until they get the better of him. But when that man
takes assistants into his business, his unfair practices bounce back on him. Assistants
who have the ability and initiative to help him will not stay with him, and he will
end up with incompetent help who will make many errors which will add to his
expense and drive away his trade. Eventually he will fail or go back to his oneman business.
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BUSINESS IS BUILT ON CHARACTER
Many business men fail when they try to grow beyond their one-man businesses, because they lack the
character that business requires of men. Usually those
men blame everybody but themselves. They seldom
understand the simple fundamental fact that a man who
cheats his business assistants is destroying the vitality of
his business and thereby cheating himself. They do not realize that their unfair
practices were merely a form of business suicide.
If the truckman has the integrity to survive the test that comes when he hires

assistants, he will be past his first major hurdle and on the way toward a sound business. He will probably make some mistakes in choosing his men and will have to
correct those mistakes, but eventually he can build an organization of people of
integrity who respect and trust him and who respect and trust each other. Such an
organization is necessary if the business is to be permanent. And it is the best insurance that the business will be permanent. Businesses not founded on integrity are
short-lived.
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'.nlanksgiving eve brought to us
here in Maine one of the biggest
surprises since our State and
Ve:nnont went Republican.
The
turkey dey da'W?led bright and reel
clear but rather cold, vith nar;y
a look nor sign of the white
Blank.et that Mother Nature had
ready to drop on us in the dead
of the night.
Scores of hunters, taking advantage of the four dey holidey
packed their var bags and high
povered rifles into their care,
and set forth in quest of the elusi Te deer.
Each party knMr of
a snug cabin, or perhaps had a
swell tenting spot in mind, near
which could .be found plenty of
fP!ll1e•

Approx1Jllately one hundred Of
theee red clad nimrode conTerged
in or around the n-ly opened
countr;r between Beddington in
Washington County and GTeentield
in Hancock County. Thie hunter' e
paradise vae opened up through
the efforts of the CCC boys, who
built an excellent gravel road
through the unbroken vildernees
connecting these tw tO'Wlle. It
vinde in around beautiful ridges,
across numerous burned lands, and
ekirta along the ahorea of maJeatic ponds and lakes.
Going north from the famous
"Air Line" route,
one croeeee
Humpback Brook winding its W1IJ'
from under the towering mountain
bearing the eame ll8lDll. Next, one
croeeee Could Brook which appears
to be hurrying on ite 'W!l:1' to the
Narraguagus River.
Just above
this, Barrell Brook then the
Branch. At Bracey Pond one finds
a camp site and huge outdoor fire
place extending a welcome to all.
A abort distance aboTe the road
curves along tho edge of Deer
Lake, former CCC location. At
this point the road begins to
aving toward the weat, past Eagle
Lake OTer Main Stream, .111nkley
Brook, Dead Stream and out into
the town of Myra, a distance of
approxillately thirty miles.
On the veat the road h bounded
b7 the thion RiTer vaterehed
'llh1le on the east the Narragu&8\le
(Indian ll8lDll for ehallov vater)
ate.rt• ite long pasaage to the
aea.
The entire road present• lll&llJ'
hundreds of likely epota vhere
one ~ hunt and if luclr;r, bag a
deer. Thia countr;r baa ite ueual
quota of hunting ce.mpa, ecae situated directl,y on the road, and
other• eeTeral 111lea off to one
•ide, reached by trail• or tote
roads.
Eaale Lake Bi tuated Juet abOTe
to the northwet of Deer Lake.
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seems to look the best to moet
hunters.
It ie around this section that our story hinges.
Two of our employees, Raymond
and Hovard Arnold, brothers of
course, together vith several
other men, left their care at
Eagle Lake and took a tote road
leading into Partridge Brook, a
distance of five miles.
Each
et888ered under hie load of blankets, rood, guns, etc.
Arriving at camp they proceeded
to make the place ccmfortable before ~enturing out into the wilds
in search of game.
They soon
found conditions bad but managed
to bring down four dee~.
Around the supper table on
Thanksgiving Day each Toiced the
opinion that enov wuld be a
great help in the quest. Little
did they realize that their wish
vould be granted quite copiously.
Life in the voode at this time
of year cre'l!.tes an appetite both
for food and rest. The boys prepared for bed early, noticing
that there were enov flurries,
went oft to sleep happy in the
thought that the coming dey vould
bring easy hunting and a full
quota.
Five o'clock, the next morning.
the alarm avoke the entire cemp.
Stockened feet hit the floor,
varm voolen clothes hastily put
on, a fire built.
San.eons grabbed the pail and started for the
vaterhole.
He opened the door
and shouted in diBIDllJ'. Snov::
Snov three feet deep on the level
and drifting to even greater depths. Practically an impossibility to get to the spring let alone
trying to hunt.
Their first thought vu hov to
get back to civilization. No one
vas equipped vith snovahoes, nor
vings, and each knew th.at the out
aide world could not be reached
by &DJ' one man traveling vaist
deep in that white blanket.
The
provisions vere plentiful, the
cemp vae varm, and dry, but each
had hie Job and hie family to get
back to.
After a short debate, they decided to tr;r and break a trail to
the car11 parked f1Te milee a'WllJ'.
Jach took hie turn in breaking
trail, a heartbreaking Job. After long hours or staggering and
crawling,
with
eTer;r DIU8Cle
aching they arriTed at the care.
Here too, an unbroken expanse of
white greeted th11111..
Hopeless
eTen to think of tr;ring to driTe
those gae buggies.
There being nothing that they
could do, these marooned
11111n
turned and trsm;ped back down the
trail to cam;p. knoving that in
all probability, help wuld can.a

sooner or later.
Each morning one or two voluntiere treked out over the trail
to see if help had arrived. Each
night they returned vith a negative anewer.
Mondey morning came, and with
it a roar high above the snov
clad forest.
A welcome sound,
not only to this party, but to
several score others caught deep
in the vilderneaa.
All
necks
craned skyward, and soon a plane
vae sighted scouting lov over
the terrain.
They greeted it
vith lusty shouts, frenzied waving of cape, blankete, red flannels, or what have you.
Thie
proved futile for the pilot or
observer failed to locate them.
Thie one perty did not receive
any food nor meaef18eS from the
scout ship.
Neither did they
have a radio, so knev nothing of
the plows that had been dispatched to free them from Winter's
clutches.
Tuesday morning had been set ae
the deadline. If help was not at
hand, these intreped adventurers
planned to start on foot to the
outside vorld.
Should they go
across country to Great Pond
thence to Aurora, traveling by
compass only?
North and vest to
Myra on the nev road or south to
Beddington? A long walk in a:n;y
of these directions, and probabl,y
be at least tvo deys on the road.
AriBill8 early, each put up a
lunch and leaving all unnecessary
weight behind, filed silently out
their nov well beaten trail,
planning to drain their cars 8Ild
valk south to Beddington.
When v1 thin a mile· or so of
their care, they heard the thunderous roar of the exhausts of a
tractor. Help at last, thanks to
our Governor, State Police and
man made machinery.
Another hurried trip back dO'Wll
the trail to cam;p,
a hurried,
packing of all belongings and
once more these men faced the
outgoing trail klloving that Winter's relentless hold had been
broken ~Y its enBJl\1 - man.
The five score or more impris·
oned men Bcattered all through
thia vaet countr;r ave their liTea
to that one guide and woodsman
llho hiked from Eagle Lake, on a
eouthvesterly course acroae countr;r to Great Pond and Aurora to
issue the call for help.
Goaaip hare at Main Streat hae
it that perhaps the pilot of that
plane did see this group,
but
probably seeing the girth of Ray
Arnold decided he could not be in
the vant for food. Bovever, I am
remaining silent - I have to vork
vith himll
HYDRO NEWS

Put Safety
Under Your Hat
It is generally supposed that
hate and cape and bpnnete and
chapeaux are designed to cover
the hair w .d protect the head.
Perhaps this does not apply to
some of the creations which are
worn by the fair sex and then
again perhaps it does. We are
taught in our first aid course
that the human brain is the most
important part of a person 1 e e.natom;y and that in addition to the
protection which people are accuetomal place on the head, nature has been kind to us and has
surrounded the brain with a bony
etructlll'e, (not always solid) and
a natlll'al coat of :flesh and hair.
Well the' flesh and bone usu.ally
last a long time but the hair
sometimes does not continue to
perform its suspected office and
that may have something to do
with the condition which often
prevails.
Now what this all leads up to
is the fact that this brain,
which is eo well protected, is
also a very important eaf ety gadget. Some go so far as to say
that it ie the most important and
dependable safety device that industry will ever find. One Safety Engineer recently said "We the
hU!llan element 1 the man power of
industry, are conetantl?" siming
against the safety program of our
employers. Proper
safeguarding
of machines and tools has reduced
accidents one-third, but we, the
human element, who cannot have
mechanical safeguards placed on
us, cause most industrial accidents." And then after enumerating a whole lot of causes, all of
which are "under the hat" he
draws the conclusion that we need
develop and improve this safety
gad8et which we always have with
us, hair or no hair, (isn't it
strange how little hair safety
directors have on top of their
heads).

Remember to Forget
Well, here's another one; did
you ever notice how easy it is to
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forget things? We have been told
that it is just as important the..t
we are able to forget things as
it is that we remember -them; ~t'
any rate it is easy and natural
for us to forget. Thie natural
process is not necessarily a sign
trat we are forgetful.
On the other hand when we have
had a forceful experience of some
sort, it is not so easy to forget
it although we may try herd to do
so. We remember very well that
pocketbook we had with the seventy-five cents in it that somehow
got out of our pocket and never
did come back. We do not 6asily
forget that there was a quarter,
two dimes some nickels and several pennies and we do not forget
where we lost it,
It was a
forceful experience and it sticks
with us. We have other experiences which we do not easily forget.
I f you tle a string on your
finger it is supposed to remind
you every time you look at it of
something you do not want to forget; something, perhaps, that you
ought not to forget; something
that it will pay to rem.ember. We
do our regular jobs so often that
we do not have to worry about
forgetting how to do them but we
put the string on our finger to
remind us to do them the safe
way, We prefer to be reminded
often rather than be reminded by
a forceful experience.
We have a First Aid Instructor
a Safety Director and Reddy Kilowatt, three red strings on everybody' e finger to remind us that
fL!lcidente may happen if ye don't
watch out. On this last visit
a.round the property we contacted
more
than 150
employees and
friends all the way from Millinocket to Eastport and we got a
great kick out of it. You see
everybody is interested and that
helps a lot to make our program a
success. After all the nlan depends on the
individuals and
these assistants are only the reminders, to help us put our safety under our hats.

See Page 27 for
Continuation of
Relief and Group
Insurance Plan.

k"llor Hydro Employees
Relief Association and
Group Insurance Plan
Q, What is the object?
A. To provide mutual relief to
its members 1n case of dieabili ty
by accident or. eickneee; certain
life ineurar.ce benefits, and certain hospitalization benefits.
Q, Who are the members of the
Association?
A. All regular employees of over
six months' standing who apply
for membership before having completed nine (9) months' of service may become members without
physical examination. Any regular employee of more than nine
(9) months 1 service must pass a
physical examination satisfactory
to the Insurance Company.
Q. How does 6.11 employee become a
member?
A, By applying to the head of
hie department for an application form.
Q. When does membership expire?
A. An employee shall cease to be
a member upon leaving the employ
of the Company.
Q, What are the costs of belonging to the Association~
A. An initiation fee of one dollar ($1.00) must accompany the
application which signifies the
applicant's willingness to participate on a contributory basis
to the costs of the Association
for all benefits.
The present monthly costs amount to one dollar and a half
($1.50) per month.
Q, }'lhat benefits do the Association provide?
A. · Sick benefits, life insurance
and hospitalization.
Q, What are the sick benefits?
A. Out of a general fund, sick
benefits shall be paid in amounts
totaling not over· $157,50 per
twelve months' period.
These
benefits are divided into benefi te of $1.50 per day for t~n
veeke and $. 75 per day for a subsequent ten veeke 1n the same 12
months' period.
Q, When do the benefits start?
A. ·en the fourth day of any illness.
Q, Are there any benefits for
short illnesses?

As you know, I usually drop into the Bangor office about once a
year and in the very short time
alloted, try to see as many of my
former associates as possible as
I greatly enjoy renewing acquaintances,
especially
my
friends of long standing in l:langor Hydro. If you have the opportunity, please tell those I am
W1B.ble to see owing to lack of
time and distance a.wa:y, that I
hope sometime to be able to take
enough time to go where they are
and sey "Hello" to them.
Probably you ha.ve heard of our
hurricane and flood of September
21st.
I was out thru the whole
of it being enroute to Turners
Falls from Springfield.
Had to
abandon my car about six miles
below Amhuret and walk into Am-

A Few Comments

from Arthur L. Davis
The following writeup was received from Mr. Arthur L. Davie
formerly Electrical Engineer of
the Bangor lzy"dro-Electric Company
now engineer for Turner Falls
Power Company,
Turner Falls,
Ma.es.
The above pictures were
contributed by J.fr. Davis.
The
top picture shows the damage to
tower by the recent hurricane and
the bottom picture is a. scene
where a sa.lesr.ian barely missed
losing his life when a tree
crached the automobile in ·which
he ws sitting.
Dear Preston:I have delayed sending this in
as I lmew I would see Bill Burrill at Gtaten Island over Annistice Dey and wanted to discuss
"The Old Days" with him.
We are
both of the opinion tha.t the present "Hydro News" is a. splendid
publication in its present form
and eives former associates current news and activities of one
of the finest business organizations to be found.
I look forward each month to
the receipt of the "rrewe" reading
it thru from cover to cover. I
ha.ve nearly a complete file of
the Neve and make frequent refer26

ence to them when someone from
B.Il.Y'rhere in Maine visits us. I
want to especially commend the
various issues featurine
some
particular section of the territory served, such ae the Millinocket issue, Milford, Ellsworth,
Machia.a, Eastport, etc. The Harrington issue wns particularly
interesting to Mrs. Davis' nunt
in Cambridge as her early home
was in Harrington.
She lmB one
of the Coffins and lmew the Nash
family well.

hurst in the greatest wind that I
ha.ve ever experienced. One had
to ley over against the wind at
an engle of around 45° to even
stay in one place.
When it
started I thought Roosevelt was
making another speech but not
hearing "Mr Friends" I figured
that something else was happening.
Arthur L. Davis
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Charles F. Smith
Died Dec, 4th
At New Briton, Conn., at the
88e of 77 1 Charles F. Smith died.
He was Chairman of the Board of
Landers, Frary and Clark, manufacturers of cutlery and electrical. appliances,· and long prominent in Connecticutt industry.

A Tribute
to the General

We Have Lost a Friend
He wae a grand man. He wae a great fellow.
He wae a real sport.
It ie in euch natural terms that one thinks of the General, ae we of
the lqdro had grown to call our good friend, Charles F. Smith.
But
our feeli ngs for the General go far deeper than words can tell.
He
wae a loyal friend of our compan,y, and had a deep affection for our
organization, for our President and for our General Manager, and for
many others in our rank and file.
The General lived a rich, and full life.
He rose to the highest
office that hie large, and successful business offered. His wisdom,
his loyalty, his integrity, hie warm humor, hie generosity mingled
in beautiful balance. He made friends and kept them.
We liked the title General, and it fitted him so well; the kind of
man we like ae our leader. You eee he really fitted.
We believe that Home to the General, was really Maine,
'When last
he talked to Qur entire organization, it we with real emotion. He
knew t hat he was among friends.
In his own words, it wae to Maine
that he always turned for friendship, for recreation, and for rest.
Maine M d the General were at peace with each other. Their love for
eath other wae generous and unstinted, We have lost a Friend.
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We knew him best as "General"
and he surely looked the part,
You could sense it just to see him
and you knew tvas in his heart,
To be big and strong and kindly
and to cheer you with a sm1le 1
And many things that go to make
such friendships worth the vnile.
So 1 many of us knew him,
one could hardly name them all,
For he often came among us,
made another friendly call
He'd put out his hand 1n greeting,
give us one more kindly smile
Seemed so pleased to meet our fellows
loved to travel mile on mile,
Here in M!!.ine among the mountains,
here among the trees and streams.
Said, one time, he loved our old state,
said he saw us 1n hie dre~.
Said he loved our Mr. Graham
and he always felt at ease
When he came down here smong us,
•mong the lakes and stream.a and trees.
We will mies hie friendly visits
we'll miss every little call,
But will not forget the General
not by an,y chance at all.
And we'll feel we're ever waiting,
ta1nk1ng he may come once more,
And we will keep a cand.le lighted
that will shine r1ght through the door.
Hall

c.

Dearborn
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Charles F. Smith

Charles F. Smith

Charles F. Smith, former president or
Landers, Frary & Clark and still chairman
of the board of directors, w;.10 died sunday, at the age of 77, was a gentleman or
finest quality. In business life he was one
of .New England's leaders. In the community he was a mainstay, deeply Interested In !ts welfare, leaving many phys!cal memorials of his accomplishments for
Its benefits and by no means the least,
New Britain's surpassingly beautiful War
Memorial on the summit of Walnut Hill
Park. In his personal character he had
all the virtues which win respect and
affection.
No cold narrative of his modest career
and the places of responsibility and
trust which he ably !!lied during nearly
56 years would suffice to explain what
his life meant to his associat
his
friends. his companions In servl es,
.
For appreciation of that one c~~eded
the privilege of his acqu~lntance tamlliar!ty with a presence- th Jo~ or
which Is sadly mo
·d N e · s
contact with him burne
t t . f oned came m
. . u o ee 1 a miratlon
~~~ an ~nspirational experience. Such
eve a~ e t~r~ rare, can llI be spared
ru nb when i eir active careers are outn Y urry ng time.

Probably It would be the consensus of
New Britain people- that no one In recent
years has done more to promote the wellbeing of that community than Charles F'.
Smith, whose death at the age of seventyseven was announced In our columns yesterday. Like many another successful !ndustrialist, he had a humble start and he
achieved the place of Influence that was
his by dint of industry, hard work and
constant effort to develop his native abillties. But it was not enough for him to
turn h~s talents to his own account. He
sought innumerable opportunities to make
them of genuine service to his fellow men.
Although far from being a sentimentalist,
no one was more desirous than he to correct so~ial ills and establish principles of
ec?nom1c Justice. In trymg to inculcate the
spmt of self-reliance in others he was ever
ready to extend help where assistance was
needed, but Wlthout making the recipient
fee'. that he was rn object of charity. He
believed m helpmg those who availed
themselves of every opportunity to help
th"mselves A a s t rong In d'1v1'd ua 1·1st he
felt that society as a wh:>le could be made
better only as each of its component parts
strove earnestly to accept the full measure
of responsibility !or his own conduct and
advancement. This philosophy, however,
did not deter him from making contribuc

•

"

tions of money, time and energy to the
promotion of the general welfare. New
B!ltaln does not need to be told of the good
works he accomplished.
His whole outlook on life was that of a
sincere and practical liberal, whether in
the sphere of politics, economics or religion. If he was not easily moved from
his own convictions, lt was not because he
lacked an open mind but rather because
he had thought things through from all
angles before reaching a conclusion. Posses.sect of only a high school education, he
acquired through intensive ·reading a culture that would have put many an academician to shame. He made himself particularly familiar with history and the science
of government, and on such subjects he
could converse with the greatest fluency. A
strong and rugged character, he knew how
to express indignation when the occasion
seemed to call for lt, and at such times
one might not glimpse the kindly heart
and generous soul that were his. Men and
women of every faith and nationality, business associates and industrial employees,
·have good reason to feel that New Britain
was made the richer in every way because
Charles F. Smith worked and lived among
them.

Death of Mary Nickerson
It le f1tt1ne that all of ua
pause for a ff!fV momenta of reflection and to pay tribute to one
who has been called to a higher
servi..:e.
No name recorded on the tablet
of our 1118mar1ea ¥111 be engraved
vlth mare tenderness and affection than that of Mary Nickerson.
There la no need to recount her
ach1evelll8nts, her acts of lc1ndnese and her generoa1t;r.
The
high principles which actuated
her shall have an upllftine 1nf luence upon us.
Mary's life was one of service
and aerrtce le love, lc1ndnesa and
charit,- in action. The beaut;r of
serrtce be1ne the spirit that
prcapts it. She made a place for
herself in the hearts of each of
us, and those who han known her
will al'IRQ'S apprec1&te her splendid a.ua11ties.
Thi• ~ittle poem ls so fittine:
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"Here was a friend
whose heart vas good;
Who walked v1 th ue
mid understood;
Here vaa a vo1oe
that spoke to cheer;
And fell like mus1o
on the ear;
Hers was a smile
we loved to see;
Here was a hand
that asked no fee;
Far fr1end.11nees or
k1ndnees done ,
And nw that she
has Journled on,
Hers la a fame
that never ends,
She leaves behind
uncounted friends,"
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Veterans Service List
We list belov the I18111BB of those employees of more than five years of service, whose employment anniTeraariea came during the month of November 1938:
Years of Service
Casper, Joesph P'.
Burns, :Edvard M.
Sprague, Philip L,
Bartlett, Edeon
Ellie, William L.
ktle, Frank R.
Colby, WEi.l.ter E.

Janitor, Service Blde., Bangor
Pitman, Car Rouse, Bangor
Aest. Treasurer, Bangor
Car Operator, Bangor
Master Mechanic, Car Rouee, Bangor
Car Operator, Bangor
Operator and Lineman, Ellevorth

Humphrey, Fred L.
Mansell, Edmund J.
Le Breton, Walter

Repairman, Car House, Bangor
Car Operator, Bangor
Serviceman, Old Tovn
Manager, Ellsworth
Meter Teater, Bangor
Pover Meter Teeter, Bangor
Chief System Operator, Bangor
Car Repairer, Bangor
Electrician, Bangor
Car Rouse Helper, Bangor
Meter Reader, Old Tovn

Gardner, Lincoln A.
Freeman, Daniel E.

Joslin, !(yrle T.
Strout, Arthur P.
Withee, Harold G.
Grant, Alton C.
Ekholm, Conrad w.
BarnJum, !Brold P'.
A. Not unleee they are more than
three ~a.
Q. Hov are benefits obtained?
A. Members Bhell present a certificate signed by the attending
pb,yaician end forward eame to the
secretary of the Aeeociation.
Q. Where are certificate fonna
obtained?
A. Free the secretary of the
Association.
Q. A:re pensioners members of the
Aeaooiation?
A. Not for aick1 benefita or hospitalization, but they vill continue to participate in the contributory group insurance plan.
Q. Rav vill pensioners continue
to participate in the contributory group insurance plan?
A. By contributing sirty cents
($.60) per month towards premium
on $1000 group insurance certificate.
Q. What are the life 1naurance
benefite?
A. Each lllllmber of the association receives a certificate for
$1 1 000 of life insurance ( eee
add.1 tional insurance data belov).
Q. What ia the death benefit?
A. The amount of the insurance
is p!IJ"eble to the person named ae
beneficiary in the eTent of death
free any cause.
Q. Can an employee change the
beneficiary?
A. Yea.
The employee lllWlt file
a vritten request on a fo?'lll furnished by the insurance company
and accCDp11.J1y same vith certificate of insurance.
Q. Where can this fo?'lll be obtained?
A. P'r<D the secretary of the
AllBOCiat1on.
Q. llaa the group inBurance certificate any loan or caeh Talue?
A. No.
Qroup insurance has no
loan or caeh Talus.
Q. Doe• the 10Buranc e tenainate
at any ti-?
A. Yee.
U)On leartng the em;ploy1111nt of the Com;pe.DJ'.
Q. Can thiB inBurance be
oennrted 7
A. In caee of tel'llli:nation of employ1111nt the insurance mlJJ be
connrted into any fora dHired

without physical examination, not
later than thirty
~s
after
leavlng the employ of the company
Q. What is the coat of conversion?
A. The premium for the type of
insurance taken will be fixed at
the rate applicable to the age of
the insured at the time of conversion.

per~.

29
24, 1911 - 27
9, 1914 - 24
1,, 1914 - 24
22, 1915 - 23
24, 1916 - 22
16, 1918 - 20

17,
23,
14,
1,
17,
1,
1,
28,
27,
10,
17,

1918
1919
1922
1924
1924
1926
1926
1927
1928
1930
1930

- 20
- 19
- 16
- 14
- 14
- 12
- 12
- • 11
- 10
- B
- 8

thetice.
If X-Re,y bill amounts to $5,
whet is the benefit paid?
A. $5. And the same holds for
operating room charges and anesthetics.
Q, If an employee is in the hospital 10 ~e and has the folloving bill, what benefit doee he
any other insurance receiTe7

Q, Ie there
plan?
A. In December, 1936, Mr. Graham
announced an additional insurance
to members of the Relief Association in amounts of $500 for employees of two yeare' standing
and $1,000. for employees of five
or more years' standing.
Upon
completing five years of service
the $500 certificates are increased to $1,000 certificates by
endorsement.
Q. Are the benefits the same?
A. No, this additional insurance expires when an employee accepts a pension, or leaves the
employ of the campen;y. All other
benefits are the same,
Q, What are the hospitalization
benefits?
A. Each member of the Association is entitled to benefits from
hospitalization not
to exceed
$18o. 1n any twln months.
Q. Rav are the benefits divided?
A. The benefits are divided into
benefits for residence in any recognized hospital not to exceed
$150. to be paid at the rate of

$5.00

Nov. 26, 1909 n

An allovance not to exceed $10
for I-Re.T e%Alllination.
An aJ.lovance not to exceed $10
for anesthetics.
An allovance not to exceed $10
for operatil'.18 roam charges.
Q, Rav are benefits paid?
A. Benefits are paid at the rate
of $5.00 per ~ for each ~·a
residence 1n a hospital together
vith the amount of the coats of
I-Re.T examination, operating roam
expense and aneathetice up to $10
each.
Q, ll X-R!l,T bill amounts to $15,
what ie the benefit paid?
A. .ho.
And the same hold.a for
operatil'.18 roam -charge11 and anee-

Q,

10

~e@

$3.00

X-Re,y
Operating Room
Aneethetice
A.

10

Re would receive
~8@

$5.00

X-re,y
Operating Roam
Anesthetic a

$30.00
15.00
5.00
10.00

$ 60.00

$75.00.
$50.00
10.00
5.00
10.00

$15.00

Q, What procedure doee an employee follov to receive the benefit?
A. The hospital bill or a duplicate must be forwarded together
vith the certificate signed by
the atte.ndil'.18 pb,yeician to the
secretary of the Association.
'!be hospital bill is returned to
the employee.
Q, ll an employee hae more than
one hoe:pitali:r.etion in a 12 month
period, are the
benefits the
same?
A. Not necessarily. Bensfits up
to $150 are available in a 12
months' period for hospital residence and not to exceed $10 each
for I Raya, etc. ll benefits already-received do not leave sufficient balance to take care of
additional hospitalization, the
b~n•flta vill be
determined by
the balance available,
Q. Can any of the Relief Association benefits be obtained without the others?
A. No, A member must accept all
of the prortaiona of the Association.
Q, Can an employee receive eick
benefits as vell ae hospitalization benefits from the s!lme illness?
A. Yee. They are separate benefite.

THl MOST USHESS
THING IN THf

WORLD IS THAT
PART Of AMAN
THAT HE LEAVES
IN A MACHIN~

